A Czech highly effective nanopatch with chitosan helping rapid
healing of wounds and the formation of a new good-quality tissue
without unattractive healing.

More rapid
wound healing

A stop to
unattractive scars

Water tight
biodegradable material

A new dimension of moist
healing. The patented
solution releases the
healing component to the
wound gradually. Thanks
to the supporting nanonet
the human tissue is created
significantly more rapidly.

A nanofiber layer on
chitosan base of plant
origin provides the cells
with support for the
creation of homogeneous
tissue without undesirable
crust formation.

Through the action of body
fluid the healing components
from the nanolayer become
naturally absorbed into the
tissue . No danger of painful
pulling of crusts.

Vyrobeno
v České Republice

www.nano2health.com

Nanopatch Fast&Scarless
A new dimension of wound healing
The nanopach Fast&Scarless is a revolutionary certified
product designed for home wound treatment. The innovative
patch is the result of collaboration of the Liberec nanotechnology company Nano Medical and the company Nano2Health.
The nanopatch contains a thin nanofiber layer of chitosan of
fungal origin. Thanks to the healing nanonet it stimulates the
human tissue structure; the cells are created more rapidly in
homogeneous layering.

ChitoFib Patch
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A natural polymer of fungal origin out of which the nanofiber
net in the patch is “woven”, is valued for its antibacterial
effects, biodegradability and similarity to human tissue.
Thanks to the patented solution it is modified such that it
becomes gradually released into the wound and thereby acts
favourably on the healing process.

In what is the principle of the nanopatch
unique?

In case a small wound or an incision that is larger than 2 cm
the process of epithelisation (wound retraction) becomes
problematic without a surgical intervention. The chitosan
nanofiber net that is inserted into the patch in the form of
a thin cushion provides a natural solution for the skin cells.
The cells do not grow to the wound only from its boarder but
also from the centre of the injury – they crawl on the chitosan
nanostructure. The healing is more rapid and more effective.

Composition of the Fast&Scarless material:
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1. carrier material – nonwoven textile fabric:
bi-co viscose & PE/PET
dose in grams 85g/m2, ± 10%
thickness 0.95 mm, ± 10%
absorbance >800%
2. nanofiber layer ChitoFib Patch, 2 gr/m2

the undesirable adhesion of the fabric to the wound. As soon
as body fluids cease to be formed spontaneously it is possible
that the exchange of the common-type patches or bandage
results in painful tissue traumatisation in the wound and subsequently also skin scarring. In the case of nanopatch the new
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new cells remain in the wound, chitosan becomes naturally
dissolved and the tissue renews rapidly and homogeneously.
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Visualisation
– standard wound healing
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Visualisation
– the course of heling with Fast&Scarless
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ChitoFib Patch
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Healthcare patches and wound covers, certified as class II
supplier, with ISO 13485 certification, we offer a very broad
určený pro maloobchodní nebo velkoobchodní prodej. V rámci smluvní spolupráce s externím
medical device, the final product designed for retail or whoportfolio of shapes, sizes and design of healthcare patches,
dodavatelem, s certifikací ISO 13485, nabízíme velmi široké portfolio tvarů, velikostí a provedení
lesale. As part of contractual cooperation with an external
including shapes or sizes as wished by the customer.

zdravotnických náplastí, včetně tvaru či velikosti podle přání zákazníka.
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